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Flexibility in VVorking Time

The Dutch Situatron

In this paper an overview will be presented of the 'state of the art' in the Netherlands

concerning the flexibility of working time. This presentation is part of the project on

Transitional Labour Markets in The European Union. One of the questions in that project is

to what extent working time flexibility effects transitions on the labour market. To answer

this question in an empirical way data is needed from official statistics and from socio-

economic surveys. In this paper we discuss the availability of such data in the Netherlands.

Further we present an overview of the institutional arrangements related to the different types

of work flexibility.

Flexibility of work is a topic that is heavily discussed in all industrialised countries. The

current debate surrounds labour-management cooperation and negotiating concerning more

flexible working-time arrangements and the role of government in this area.

Stimulating flexibility is one of the strategic ways to reduce social exclusion in industrialised

societies. Like in most European countries the Dutch national government is very concerned

to reduce the rate of unemployment in the Netherlands. Figures of Eurostat indicate the

seriousness of the unemployment problem (see Figure 1)(De Raat and Schinkel, 1996). It is

clear that in most of the European countries unemployment is high, with as positif exceptions

Austria and Luxembourg.
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Unemployment Rates in the European Union

Februari 1996 (Eurostat)
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Figure 1

Flexibility is a multi-facetted or container concept. Clear cut definitions are hardly available.

This paper gives not the opportunity for a detailed theoretical essay. In other stages of the

TRANSLAM-project the concept of flexibility will be further elaborated. Here we follow a

rather descriptive approach by summarizing the availability of empirical data on flexibility of

working time arrangements. Doing this, we follow the structure suggested by Jacqueline

O'Reilly (see scheme II).

In her study on flexibility O'Reilly (1994) demonstrates that labour market policy is

embedded in a specific social and economic context. Employers, firms and employees are

actors on the labour market and in organizations that are effected by the social contexts

(O'Reilly, 1994). O'Reilly indicates the key factors which affect the actors. These key factors

are: (1) The system of industrial relations and labour regulation; (2) The education and

training system; (3) The characteristics of available labour; (4) The system of social welfare;
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(5) The nature of state intervention; (6) The competition in the system of industrial relations;

(7) The developments in the technology. All these factors have to be involved in cross-

nar.onal employment research, according to O'Reilly. However, before we concentrate on

these explaining or 'independent' variables we must first give attention to the 'dependent'

factor: flexibility of work.

Fle~ tini~ i~1 Holla~id

What are the discussions in the Netherlands about the flexibility of working time? In the

bulletin of the European Commission 'Employment Trends 1995' a summary is presented

that reflects the developments in the Dutch system of labour relations since 1980.

According to the analysts of the European Commission, four broad themes have emerged

since the early 1980's as the key issues in relation to labour market flexibility: working time,

the nature of labour contracts, the number and composition of staff, and the remuneration of

labour performance.

In the late 1980's, the Dutch govemment assigned primary responsibility for policy on

working conditions, including labour market flexibility, to the social partners. The current

government favours more flexibility of the labour market and calls for an enhanced role by

the social partners.

In 1994, the dutch unions organised a conference on flexibility of labour (De Haan, Vos and

De Jong, 1994). This conference perceived flexibility as a means of generating a dynamic

economy, employment growth and the introduction of new technologies. In the 1980's, the

left-wing political parties and the trade unions were more concerned with the preservation of

the merits of the welfare state than with promoting flexibility. Their perception was that the

experience of flexibility in the United States had produced negative results. Despite this

perception, in 1982 the social partners approved an agreement setting out more decentralised

and flexible working relations. Based on the principle that co-operation was necessary to

increase the profitability of firms, and with a view to promoting employment growth, this

agreement provided for wage moderation in exchange for a reduction in working time. It was

also agreed that responsibility for employment conditions would be fully decentralised and

entrusted to collective bargaining on a sectoral and company level.
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In 1993 two more agreements were reached by the Labour Foundation (an association of

unions and employers) on working time (allowing for part-time work and a differentiation in

wo:king time patterns) and working conditions in the broadest sense (eg, policies for older

workers, sick-leave and workload). These agreements were reached following the recognition

that a mutual need existed for more freedom of choice within the regulatory framework.

These agreements sought to establish a balance between the demands of enterprises and the

need to secure the lega) protection of employees. A favourable attitude towards individua-

lisation and responsible autonomy for workers prompted the unions to sign these agreements.

Their decision was also influenced by the increased labour market participation of women

with high levels of education and an aspiration to economic independence, and by the need

for men and women to combine work with care activities.

The two largest trade unions at the national level (the Confederation of Christian Trade

Unions in the Netherlands (CNV) and the Netherlands Trade Union Confederation (FNV),

have taken the lead in this discussion. CNV has favoured a more balanced division of paid

and unpaid work. Based on the Christian social heritage, CNV took the view that every

worker should be allowed to combine work and care activities. FNV shares this view, albeit

on grounds other than religious. The promotion of tailor-made solutions for employees who

have ceased to live in an average household (ie, average or ordinary families in the 1950's,

with one breadwinner and two children) is a central theme for the union FNV. In addition to

part-time work as a means to share the available jobs, various forms of leave are proposed by

the unions, for example parental leave, study leave, union leave and care leave. Part-time

early retirement schemes and temporary, partial or gradual early retirement schemes with the

right to return to the company are also proposed by the FNV union. Thus one of the major

changes in the attitude of the unions has been the shift from striving for general measures on

a national scale to promoting specific arrangements on a sectoral or even a company level

(de Lange and van Lent, 1994).

The opinions and proposals of the employers' associations are debated by the Labour

Foundation and the Social and Economic Council and appear in press statements. Flexibility

in general is advocated as a means for enhancing the competitiveness of the economy and the

cost-effectiveness of firms. Flexibility is called for at both company and labour market levels.

Freedom of contracts, decentralisation and deregulation are key-words for the employers. One
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of the largest employers' associations, the Federation of Netherlands Industry (VNO), also

expressed its willingness to make concessions in relation to the regulation of flexible labour

rci~itions in collective labour agreements (eg, quota tor the number of workers, employed

through temporary work agencies.)

The debate on labour market flexibility is usually focused at a macro level. The central

government and the central organisations of employers and employees play a leading role in

this debate. According to the Dutch government (Social Report 1993 and 1994), deregulation

could be promoted in the following areas of labour law: dismissals, working time, permits for

employment services, the mandatory extension of collective labour agreements and flexible

retirement (Department of Social Affairs 1993, 1994).

In 1994, additional issues, such as the possibilities for exemption from the law on minimum

wages, the flexibilisation of labour relations, the probation period and the protection against

dismissals in case of illness, were also integrated into the debate (Ministry of Social Affairs,

1994). A relatively new player in the public debate is the Ministry of Economic affairs,

which has taken the view that a deregulation of the markets for goods and services, in

addition to measures for reducing the collective tax burden, could greatly contribute to the

'broad offensive against unemployment'.

In general it can be stated that the highly centralised Dutch labour relations became more

decentralised. Instead of collective agreements some employers prefer in-firm agreements

with the works council. Decentralisation resulted in a higher degree of differentiation of

working conditions that took into account specific interests of specific groups of workers; it

stimulated destandardisation.

Types offlexibiliry

Flexible work can be realised in various ways. De Haan a.o. ( 1994) present a systematic

survey of types of flexibility. Two central dimensions constitute the base for a typology. On

the first dimension the extreme point are internal versus external flexibility. Internal

flexibility refers to the permanent employees in an organization and external to the

employees who not belong to the organization.
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The second core dimension opposes numerical flexibility versus funetional flexibility.

Functional flexibility is found among core sector employees, in contrast to numerical

f!exibility provided by the secondary sector. Functional flexibility has also been referred to as

multiskilling and polyvalence (O'Reilly, 1994, pp. 51).

Combining the two core dimensions gives a basic structure to categorize the different forms

of flexibility (see scheme 1).

Scheme I: Types of flexibility

NUMERICAL

Overtime
Flexible annual working-time
Part-time work
Variable~changing working hours
Shiftwork
Flexible retirementJ
Part-time retirement

Interim employment
Labourpools
Flexible contracts
Fixed term contracts
Home-working
In- and outsourcing

INTERNAL ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- EXTERNAL

Occasional employability
on more tasks
Multi-craft
Job-combination
Job-rotation

FUNCTIONAL

Detachment
Consultancy

What are the most frequently applied forms of flexibility and what are the evolutions around

the different possibilities? To answer this questions we have to analyse the available

statistics.

Data on flexibility

Statistical data on various types of flexible working time are available in an overwhelming

amount. National and international statistical offices and research bureaux provide these data

in many reports and bulletins. However, the quantity of information is not a guarantee for the
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quality. The problems begin with the comparability of the definitions in the different projects.

Even in a national context we see dat rather different operationalizations are handled for the

saine concepts. The differences are still greater when we try to compare the data in an

international framework. One of the most important requirements for international compara-

tive research projects is to create a database with statistical data that are based on common

concepts and operationalizations.

In this report we use statistical data found in a rather quick survey of the literature on

flexibility. Using the data means that an overview can be given of some developments

around flexibility and that the diversity in the indicators can be traced.

The trends in different types of flexible work in the Netherlands are analysed by the Central

and Cultural Office. In the bi-annual Social and Cultural Reports of the Office periodica]

figures are given for labour. In the 1994-report some trends on flexible work are presented

(see the figures 2, 3 and 4).

Fiaure 2 shows the trends in parttime work in the Netherlands in the period 1975-1993.

Employment is considered to be part-time if the number of hours worked is below the daily

or weekly legal, contractual or customary norm. In the Netherlands, a self-employed worker

must be engaged in his principal activity for fewer than thirty-five hours, a worker in direct

subordinate employment for fewer than thirty-one (contract)hours or for fewer than thirty-five

if this period of activity is considered to be below par. It should be noted that a change in

the collection of data in ] 987 make comparing results before and after this date difficult

(Meulders, Plasman, Plasman, 1994).

The data demonstrates also that at different periods different definitions are applied.

It is clear that part-time work in the Netherlands increased in a spectacular way. In the

nineties it reached the level of above 25~Ic of the total employment. Here part-time means

that during a week less than 35 hours but more than 12 hours is worked.
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Trends in parttime work'75-'93
acxording to different definitions

'~o of total employment28 ~
26
24
22
20
18

;
16 ~
14

75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93
-~35 hours -~as usual ~~uaualtil2 ~Q5f~12

FiQUre 2

In figure 3 data is presented for working on flexible contracts. This means that a rather

varied group of work-arrangements is contained in that data, as: temporary work, interim

work, on-call work, season work and home work.

The data is based on four different sources: (1) OSA (Organisatie voor Strategisch

Arbeidsmarktonderzoek), (2) EBB (specific: temporary contracts excluded)) (Enquete

Beroepsbevolking), (3) EBB (broad: temporary contracts included), and (4) Work Accounts

(CBS-Arbeidsrekeningen).
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Trends in flexible contracts '85-'93
according to different definitions

o~o of total employment

10 ~ ................................ . .. ...... .. .......... ~!
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93

In figure 4 the trends are presented in temporary work for jobs offered through temporary

work agencies. The trends are given by the total amount of people involved and by the total

amount of years worked temporary. Since the middle of the eighties this temporary work

shows a relatively strong increase in the Netherlands.
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Trends in temporary work'77-'93
Work through Temporary Work Agencies

'Io of total employment
2.5 -,

77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 B5 86 87 88 89 90 91 82 93
-Persons ~WorkYears

Figure 4

Transitions through Working Time Flexibility

The central question in this report is to what extent working time flexibility contributes to

transitions in the labour system so that social exclusion is prevented. What kind of data are

needed to elaborate this central topic?

Jacqueline O'Reilly (1996) presented a framework containing the main factors involved in

the analysis of transitional labour markets with special attention for working time flexibility.

That framework, presented in the scheme 'Transitions through working time flexibility' is the

guide-line for our analysis of the dutch situation.
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Scheme II: Transitions through working time flexibility

Suggested structure for describing the institutional set up, according to Jacqueline O'Reilly.

What instruments A. B. C. D.
are available to Statutory How (Dis)incen- How important
facilitate transitions? policy implemented tives and take up rates

I. Entry into employment from inactivity or unemployment
1. Part-time work
2. Fixed term

II. Staying in employment with changes in working hours
1. Reduction in working hours
2. From full- to part-time work
3. Annualised hours
4. Parentalleave
5. Sabbaticals
6. Other flexible working arrangements which may

allow a change in working hours?

III. Leaving employment
Part-time early retirement

IV. Transitions in contractual status
l. Self-employment
2. Fixed terms contracts

V. Could you also provide information on IeveVrates
of overtime, the standard full-time working legally and in practice

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

[Complete formulations of categories A~D:
A: Is there a statutory policy and how is it regulated?
B: How is it implemented? (eg: Universal applicationl collective bargaining~ company agreementsl individualised

contracts)
C: Are there (dis)incentives in taking up this policy? (eg: social security entitlements, pay rates etc..)
D: How important is this measure and what are the take up rates?]

~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In this part of the report we will present an overview of the data available for the Nether-

lands around the different cells in the scheme.
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Some general figures were published by the European Commission (1996) in the publication

'Tableau de bord 1995. Here we mention only the Dutch figures. These figures can be seen

ati ~ndicators for the trends around flexibility of work in the period 1992-1994.

Table 1: Indicators for flexibility of working time

'92 '93 '94

Temporary employment 8.69~ 8.8~I~ 9.S~Io
(as ~lo of total employment)

Self-employment 10.2~Io ] 0.4~I~ 1 1.1 ~lo
(as ~Io of total employment)

Part-time employment 34S~Io 35.O~Ic 36.4~Ic
(as ~Ic of total employment)

Involuntary part-time employment 4.79c 5.1 ~Ic 6.O~Ic
(as ~Io of part-time employment)

Average weekly working hours 33.1 33.1 32.9

In the same report of the European Commission (1996, p.63) the institutional arrangements

about fixed-terms contracts are mentioned. ( arbeidsovereenkomsten voor bepaalde tijd). The

following information is given by the European Commission:

Characteristics of fixed-term contracts

Regulation: yes
Restrictions: yes
Maximum duration: no
Renewable: yes, though with terminatíon, unless there is a

period of more than 31 days between con-
tracts

Allowance at end of contract: no
Possibility of open-ended contract: yes

Law on working-times 1996

A mile-stone in the formal arrangements around flexible working times in the Netherlands is

recently reached in the parliament by passing the Law on Working-Times. From January

1996 this new law regulates the working patterns that can be agreed by the Dutch govern-

ment and the social partners, i.e. the employers and the employees.
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Some central characteristics of the law will be explained here.

TL,. new Law on Working-Times in the Netherlands became effective on January 1 st ] 996.

The law gives more possibilities to arrange working time according the needs of employers

and employees. The regulation leads to an increasing variety in working time patterns

without employers having to apply for permission of having a licence from the Labour

Inspection, for example in case of night work (Labour Inspection is a department of the

Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment). This is conductive to the combination of

business-economics and personal interests like care-tasks and education. The objective is not

anymore restricted to health, safety and welfare. It emphasized the feasibility to combine

work with other responsibilities.

The law obliges employers to take account of employee interests when arranging working

times.

It offers a minimum level of regulation for all employees.

The law contains a two-fold code: a standard regulation and a consult regulation. It offers

more scope for agreement-based relations, combining the opportunity for more flexible

working time (nighUweekend work) with continued protection of workers (health and safety

etc.). Changes are possible within the consult regulation by collective agreement or decision

by the workers council. At company level, stakeholders are allowed to anange broader

working- and resting-times. When no agreement can be reached, the standard regulation will

be applicable, which is more limited.

The standard regulation is:

A work day maximum of 9 hours, a work week maximum of 45 hours.

In a period of 13 weeks the maximum working hours are 520.

Occasional overtime maximum up to 11 hours a day, 54 hours a week, 585 hours per 13

weeks (an average of 45 hours a week).

Sunday is not a working day unless the employee agreed to work on sunday and the kind

of work is requiring it. When working on sundays, there has to be a minimum of 4

sundays in 13 weeks when the employee is off.
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The consult regulation is:

A work day maximum of 10 hours.

In a period of 4 weeks the maximum work hours are 200 (an average of 50 hours a

week), in a period of 13 weeks the maximum is 585.

Occasional overtime maximum up to 12 hours a day, 60 hours a week and 624 hours per

13 weeks (an average of 48 hours a week).

Within this regulation working on sundays is also limited. There has to be a minimum of

13 free sundays a year.

Further, the Law on Working-Times mentions specific rules for certain groups.

~` Childlabour: Childs under the age of 16 are not allowed to work unless it is within the

school education schedule or jobs like delivering newspapers.

~` Women: Special rules concerning pregnancy and maternity. A pregnant woman is

allowed to take more breaks and is not obliged to work overtime and on nightshifts. A

pregnant women has the right to work on regular and orderly time- and rest-patterns.

From 4 weeks before and until 6 weeks after childbirth, women are not allowed to work

at all.

~ Part-time workers: In the new law part-time work is mentioned. It has become more

difficult to contract a part-timer only for irregular, odd hours such as nightshifts or

weekend- work. This is because part-time workers having the same rights and constraints

as full-time workers. In this case it means a maximum of 28 nights per 13 weeks

nightwork and minimum 13 free sundays a year.

Also some specific measures are included in the law. Flexibility measures related to the

extension of shop opening times, extension of employer's obligation to provide information

to explanation of the type of contract, a statutory ban on discrimination based on the length

of working time.
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I. Entry into employment from inactivity or unemployment

Nu~-t-time ~t~ork

T'here is no legal definition of part-time work. Nor is it defined in collective agreements.

Generally speaking, a part-time worker is anyone who works less than normal collectively

agreed working time. According to this description, the percentage of part-time workers is

very high (309c in total, 6090 of women). Legislation contains binding requirements

regarding equal treatment for full-time and part-time workers.

Part-time work is the most common model of work-sharing. In many sectors (public as well

as private) the number of working hours has been reduced to a maximum of 32, 36 or 38 per

week by collective agreement. Arrangements for paid and unpaid leave are incorporated in

some collective agreements. (European Commission, 1996, p.73).

By the end of the 1970's the Dutch Government has advocated a redistribution of jobs

through the expansion of part-time employment as a way of combatting unemployment. As in

other European countries various measures - financial and organisational support - were

introduced to promote the splitting of full-time jobs.

The Labour Force Surveys (Eurostat, 1983 - 1990) does provide some insights to the extent

that it catalogues part-timers working part-time because they have been unable to find full-

time employment. In three countries - Germany, the Netherlands and Denmark - the

percentages were noticeably lower than in other countries.

In Holland the percentages part-timers because of not having been able to find full-time

employment are (Meulders, Plasman, Plasman, 1994):

Men Women

1983: 2.OcIc 3.OcIo

1987: 12.1 cIc 11 .4qc

1990: 14.3cIc 20.2~Ic
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Fixed terni-contracts

The Dutch civil code does not give a definition of a fixed term contract. From case-law can

be inferred that there are three types of fixed-term contracts:

1) contracts for a fixed period, at the end of which the contract expires by force of law,

and none of the various protections against dismissal applies;

2) contracts for certain activities or for a special project. In this type of contract no

termination date is agreed. The contract draws to its end when the activities or the

projects are finished;

3) contracts for temporary replacement of an absent regular worker, for example due to

sickness.

The first type is also used as an altemative for or in combination with a probation period

(Delsen, 1994).

Fixed term contracts are governed by a set of provisions in the Dutch civil code, dating from

1907. These provisions do not impose any limitation on the employer in using fixed-term

contracts; those limitations are provided for in collective agreements. When a fixed-term

contract draws to its end on the agreed date, it expires by force of law, and none of the

various protections against dismissal applies. However, when notice is required either by

individual or collective agreement, then all the legal protections against dismissal can be

invoked.

The Dutch government subsidises temporary jobs for unemployed youth and long-term unem-

ployed.

In the following legislations the measures for the unemployed become clear.

Legislation relating to temporary employment:

1988: Law permitting the setting up of temporary work agencies.

1990: Compensation for temporary employment. This programme aims to provide

the long-term unemployed with professional experience by mzans of a

temporary work placement. It is a labour pool for the long-term unemployed.

1990: Plan to guarantee employment for the young. Objective: to produce tempor-

ary employment on half-time for young people aged between sixteen and
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hventy-one who have left school for over six months and are still without

work.

KRA: On the basis of this programme employers can obtain subsidies if they

employ the long-term unemployed in the capacity of temporary workers.

START: A temporary work agency created by the public authorities. (Meulders,

Plasman, Plasman, 1994).

Jobs for the unemployed

About 40.000 subsidised jobs for the long-term unemployed in the welfare, security and

childcare sectors will be created. The pay starts at the statutory minimum wage and may rise

to 209e above it. The costs up to 1998 will be DFL 1.8 billion.

Experiments with allocating resources to innovatory projects aimed at developing employ-

ment for the long-term unemployed (European Commission, 1996).

Transitions from school to work

Work placements are available for some pupils ('jeugdwerkgarantieplan'). Vocational

information centres also help school leavers to integrate into working life through counselling

and guidance. Regarding the underqualified target group, the government uses a mix of

preventive measures to reduce the numbers leaving the educational system without qualifica-

tions and additional schooling-facilities linked to job placement are provided for this category

(European Commission, 1996).

II. Staying in employment with changes in working hours

Reductiott in ri~orkirtg hours

There is no specific definition. The most common used definition is: short-time work is this

situation where working time is less than normal full-time working.

Companies which, for reasons other than the normal risks of business, are confronted with a

temporary reduction in activity may, subject to certain conditions, apply for dispensation

from the ban on reducing the working time of employees. Workers then receive, for the

hours not worked, unemployment benefit (WW) of up to 70qo of their last wage.
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Where insufficient work is available, employers and workers may agree on a suspension of

wages (European Commission, 1996).

The regulation on short-time working 1974 (regeling werktijdverkorting) specifies that a

permit may be granted for one or more periods of six weeks to reduce working hours by

509~ ( exceptionally 80CIc), proceeded at least 1090 of the workforce is involved. The permit

is only granted in the event of severe temporary difficulties stemming from an economic

downswing, after the enterprise itself has born the costs ' to a reasonable extent'; in practice,

this means for two weeks (De Neubourg, 1990)

The demand by employers for increased flexibility of the labour market arose in direct

response to trade unions demands for general working time reduction. At the end of 1982

employers and trade unions concluded a basic agreement on forms of work-sharing, mainly

through the reduction of working hours. In the next two years this basic agreement provisions

for working time reduction (without full wage compensation) had been made in most

collective agreements. Employers did not reject collective working time reduction. During

later bargaining rounds employers opposed further general cuts in working hours and sought

more flexible regimes instead. Various research in the Netherlands shows that working time

reduction stimulated atypical employment.

There is an increasing number of people working less than 12 hours per week (CBS, 1994).

In 1977 were 572.000 employees working less than 12 hours~week, in 1990 the number was

683.000 and in 1994 the number was already 772.000. Every single year, the number was

growing. There are far more women working less than 12 hours then men: in 1994 the

amount was 231.000 men and 541.000 women.

The number of employees working 12-19 hourslweek is slightly growing: in 1987: 335.000

to 387.000 in 1994. The most obvious difference is in the category 20-34 hours~week; in

1987: 863.000 and in 1994 1182.000. The number of employees working more than 35

hours, in 1992 had the highest level: 4451.000, but then decreased to 4351.000 in 1994

(Delsen, ] 994).
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Frnni full- to part-time work

The definition which commonly occurs is that part-time employee means: an employee who

wu~ks fewer hours per week~working day or shift than the normal duration of employment

applicable to full-time employees (Wedderburn, 1995).

In the Dutch labour law, no difference is made between part-time work and full-time employ-

ment.

This means in principle equal basic pay per hour for comparable jobs, equal rights under

employment protection law, and the requirement of social security coverage.

Collective agreements are often used as a base for exemptions from the law. Marginal part-

time workers are excluded from certain rights within collective agreements, such as addi-

tional wages and bonuses, additional paid holidays and special premiums (overtime, night-

shift), and early retirement. This exclusion may result in fragmentation, it stimulates the grow

of marginal jobs (Delsen, 1994).

An important development has been the abolition of the so-called one-third criterion in the

Minimum Wages Act. Therefore, the minimum guarantees for wages and holiday allowance

became applicable to small part-time jobs (up to around 13 hours). Formerly, a ll3rd clause

was frequently included in collective labour agreements, as a result of which the agreements

did not apply at all to small part-time jobs. In anticipation of the abolition of the 1~3rd

criterion in the said Act, these clauses disappeared for the most part from collective labour

agreements (Wedderburn, 1995).

Changes and amendments to legislation since 1975 relating to part-time employment are:

1980: The minister of employment and social affairs launched some experiments

(experimentele regeling bevordering deeltijdwerk) in the field of job sharing.

1987: A directive concerning part-time work seen as a target oriented means of

combatting unemployment.

Right to time-off: the worker has to be given the right to reduce his~her working

hours to a minimum of twenty hours per week if helshe has to take care of a

child under four years of age.
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1990: Plan to guarantee employment for young people; the aim to provide temporary

and half-time jobs to young people who having left school six months ago are

still without work (Meulders, Plasman, Plasman, 1994)

1996: In 1996 the new Law on Working-Times was applicable. The general picture of

this Law was already discussed in this report.

The increasing need for varying individual work patterns and the (necessary) promotion of

labour participation is boosting the supply side. In order to cater for this supply, it is

necessary to stimulate the demand side. In recent consultations between the two sides of

industry a recommendation has been made in this respect. This reads as follows:

'An employer must in principle grant a request of an employee to work shorter or longer

hours unless this cannot reasonably be expected of him' (Wedderburn, 1995).

The right to work part-time has been proposed by the social democratic political party. The

trade union FNV had put the issue to get a legal right to work part-time on the agenda

during central talks. The trade unions and employers organisations are changing in favour of

part-time employment options for certain groups in the labour market, e.g. older workers.

The right to work part-time has currently being debated in parliament. There is not yet a

specific law dealing with part-time rights, but it is expected to turn in effect in 1997.

Collective agreements

Several collective agreements are concluded that deal with part-time work. Parallel to the

general cut in working hours, the settlements in 1983 and 1985 included jobsharing schemes.

The number of collective agreements that contain measures to promote part-time working are

limited. The agreement reached in 1984 in the manufacturing sector regarding the employ-

ment and training of young workers provides for the strengthening and extension of the

apprenticeship system and the development of part-time jobs and 'growth jobs'. These jobs

were also introduced by collective agreements in the banking and building sectors. Other

collective agreements (hospitals, banking) allow the personnel to change from a full-time to a

part-time job. In a number of collective agreements (dairy products; graphical sector and

hairdressing) studies into the possibilities for stimulating part-time work are agreed on

(Delsen, 1994).
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The Netherlands is one of the countries with the highest experience at establishment level

with part-time work below 15 hours a week (32~Ic), with flexible part-time work (6~Ic) and

with part-time work with 25 or more hours per week (54~Ic) (Delsen, 1994; Bielenski, 1992).

An explanation of the growing number of part-time workers in the Netherlands can be found

by the degree of coverage by labour law regulations. The Netherlands had low coverage and

a high proportion of part-time work, especially of marginal part-time work. Combined with a

tax policy that exempts low income from tax payments and a low degree of child-care

provisions, and a growing employment rate of women, Dutch employers seem to employ

female part-time workers in the most flexible and cost-effective way (Maier, 1994).

Parentnl leai~e

Leave for family reasons or for education.

Each parent is entitled to work reduced hours (minimum 20 hours a week) for a period of 6

months. Parents may make use of this opportunity at any [ime up to the child's fourth

birthday. The right to work reduced hours may not be transferred between parents, and there

is no compensation for loss of earnings, unless provided for by collective agreement (eg 75~10

of wage for SO~Io of the working time) or in the case of single parents whose income falls

below the social aid threshold as a result of working reduced hours, when compensation will

be paid to boost earnings to that threshold (European Commission, 1996).

Maternity leave was extended from 12 to 16 weeks in 1990 and since January 1991, the

Parental Leave Act became effective. In essence, the Parental Leave Act entails a ruling that

employees who have been employed for a year and have worked at least 20 hours a week,

are entitled to a year's unpaid parental leave for a continuous period of six months maxi-

mum.

In 1993, this legislated regulation was evaluated. More than 27~10 of the women who had a

right to parental leave actually took advantage of this, but only 11 ~lo of the men. This applied

to both paid and unpaid leave (Willemsen, Frinking, Vogels, 1995).

In 1995 the Labour Council (Stichting van de Arbeid) made proposals for part-time parental

leave. Having part-time parental leave will give people experience with combining paid work

and care tasks. Also the Dutch government made regulative proposals for having part-time
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parental leave as a key-point, but also full-time parental leave as an opportunity for parents.

The legislation will be changed in the following direction:

~ More flexibility in duration and forms to give space for individual needs.

~ Employees working less than 20 hours a week, also will get the right to take parental

leave, with maximum half of their working hours per week for half a year.

~` Employees working abroad also can take parental leave.

~ Parental leave is possible until the child has the age of 6 years (formerly 4 years).

The new legislation for parental leave will be a 3l4-directive, which means that only on

collective level (not on individual level) the employers and employees can agree a different

rule than agreed in legislation. Issues like leaving-hours and decisions about full-time or part-

time parental leave can be agreed on individua] level (Ministry of Social Affairs and

Employment, 1995).

The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment mentioned in 1994 an increased number of

collective agreements about leaving for caring reasons. In 40 (of 176) Collective Agreements

there are clauses for care-leaving.

Other flexible workirtg arrangements

Employers have stressed the need for more flexible arrangements, such as:

'on-call'-contracts ( workers having to be available when their firms require them), minimum-

maximum contracts and zero-hours-contracts. This means an uncertain situation for

employees. They are dependent on their employer when and how much they can work and

those involved have little legal protection.
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IIL Leaving employment

F'urt-time ear-l1~ retirement

Minimum period of contributions: none

Statutory retirement age: 65

Amount: in addition to the statutory retirement pension (AOW),

occupational pensions bring total pensions up to a

maximum of 70~Ic of earnings during the years preced-

ing retirement (depending on number of years' service).

Cumulation with earnings: subject to certain conditions

Early retirement: may be provided for in sectoral or company collective

agreements. There are provisions covering both full-

time and part-time early retirement (European Commis-

sion, 1996).

IV. Transitions in contractual status

Self-emplownent

Self-employed persons are those working for profit in their own business, professional

practice or farm, and who do not have any employees. The main difference between self-

employed persons and employers is that the latter employs at least one other person

(Eurostat, 1995).

In the Netherlands, a start-up assistance exists for the unemployed exists to start their own

business (Meulders, Plasman, Plasman, 1994).

According to the OSA-labour market surveys 1985, 1986 and 1988, the percentages on self-

employment are for men and women:

1985 1986 1988

men 7,3 6,7 7,5

women 8,0 4,1 7,6
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The Enquete Beroepsbevolking 1994 (CBS) shows the growing number of self-employed.

1992: 627.000

1992: 665.000

1994: 698.000

Persons classified as full-time self-employed workers and employers usually have a longer

weekly working time than employees. Nonetheless they also comply with the general trend

towards shorter working hours. For the Netherlands, the usual weekly working time of

employers and self-employed persons (full-time) was 59 in 1985, in 1994 the number of

working hours was 45,3 (Eurostat, 1995).

Fixed term contrncts

In the Netherlands the sources about the extension of fixed-term contracts are several OSA-

surveys since 1985 till 1994, the Social Economic Panel 1988 and 1991, and the periodical

surveys on the Dutch occupational structure (EBB). The OSA-labour market surveys since

1985 are based on of almost 5000 people. A second OSA-source concerning fixed term

contracts is a sample of 700 companies with at least 10 employees in several branches of

industry in 1989.

The central conclusion from the OSA-surveys is that a lot of employees were contracted on a

temporary base but the share of fixed term work in total employment is rather modest and

seems to be shrinking since 1985. Employers seem to prefer other forms of temporary work,

like agency work and oncall-contracts (Delsen, 1994).

There is a relation between weekly hours work and temporary employment. The shorter the

working week, the more contracts are fixed-term. More women than men are working on a

fixed-term contract. Percentages of fixed-term contracts in 1985, 1986 and 1988 are for men:

3,3; 2,6; 2,3; and for women 5,2; 4,1; 4,7.

The data also suggests considerable movement into permanent employment. Among those

employed in a temporary job in 1985, almost 56qc were in a permanent position in 1988, two

years later 69~Io have found a permanent job (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment,

1991).
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According to Delsens (1994) analysis, the Netherlands do have a high fixed-term rate

comparing other countries in Europe. In Europe on average the organizations representing

abcut 46oIc of the employment do have experience with fixed-term contracts. The incidence

of fixed-term employment in the Netherlands is much higher: 729c. The average proportion

of fixed-term employment ( the fixed term rate) in the first 8 European nations is 3.9~10. In the

Netherlands the fixed-term rate is 6.6oIo. In the 8 European nations 44oIo of the fixed-term

jobs are occupied by women and in the Netherlands 38oIo.

The high level of fixed-term employment in the Netherlands can partly be explained by the

fact that in the Netherlands there is a rather restrictive legislation concerning dismissal in

combination with very few restrictions on the conclusion of fixed-term contracts. (Delsen,

1994).

According to Eurostat's Labour Force Survey the percentage of workers in temporary

employment through having been unable to find permanent employment is in the Netherlands

(Meulders, Plasman, Plasman, 1994):

Men Women

1983: 64.4oIc 62.7oIo

1987: 72.7oIo 63.OoIo

] 990: 66.SoIc 70.OoIo

Conclusions

In this report on flexible working time in the Netherlands a survey is presented of the actual

forms of flexible working times arrangements. Also a lot of iigures are showed on these

flexible arrangements; figures based on national and international sources.

In fact we found hardly any figures or databases that can give an empirical insight in the

mobility patterns of transitional labour markets. Nor did we find clear data that shows the

relations between transitional labour markets and households.
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However, available databases still give the opportunity to elaborate this last point on

transitional labour markets and households. These data are present in the Social Economic

Par.el (SEP) collected by the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics CBS. A description of the

Social Economic Panel is given in the publication by Ron Dekker and Jan van Wezel

'Databases for Social Integration by Transitional Labour Markets' (Tilburg University, March

1996). The participants in the project 'Transitional Labour Markets' got already a copy of

that report. In an appendix to this report the Social Economic Panel (SEP) is once more

summarized.

At this time plans are in preparation to utilize the panel data for several analyses in which

the mobility patterns of households can be traced.
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Appendix: Social Economic Panel (SEP)

Ti~, Dutch Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS) started the panel in march 1984. There are ap-

proximately 5,000 households (13,000 individuals) in the survey. All persons of age 16 and

over answer personal questions with respect to personal characteristics, education, current or

last employment or unemployment, property 8t debts, and personal income. The head of the

household answers household-questions with respect to housing, durable consumer-goods,

and financial situation and expectation. The SEP is consistent with the European panel

(ECHP) and with foreign panels for Belgium (BSEP), Great-Britain (BHPS), Sweden (HUS),

Germany (GSOEP) and the U.S.A. (PSID). We have BSEP for 1985, '88, '92; BHPS for

1990, '91; HUS 1984, '88, '86, '91; GSOEP 1984-95 (income until '90), PSID 1968-92

(income: 83-89).

The SEP-survey was held twice a year until 1989. Until then questions about income were on

net-income. Since 1990 income refers to gross income. At WORC a reconstruction of Post-

Government Income is available.

Unfortunately the most recent panel available at the moment is 1992. More recent years are

expected, but for this we are dependent on the WSA (Scientific Statistic Agency), the

institute that furnishes these CBS-data. However, we have the opportunity to work on-site at

CBS to compute statistics for the more recent years of the panel.
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personal characteristics:
gender
age
civil state
position within household

household characteristics:
size
type
family phase
housing

age
type
tenant or owner
expenses

durable consumer goods
possession

financial aspects
situation
expectations

education:
highest education

labour market position:
employed, self-employed, not employed

labour:
hours worked
year job started
branche code
occupational code
second job
job search t why

not employed
employment service
unemployed
benefits

property 8~ debts:
bank-accounts
stock
cars

income:
labour
public transfers
private transfers
taxes
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